Rectangular Tile Installation Facts
Rectangular Tiles: Considerations During Installation

With the renewed popularity of rectangular tiles comes a need to review the factors that may
affect installation. Rectangular tiles often have variations in height, also referred to as lippage.

As defined by ANSI (American national Standards Institute) standard A108.02, Section 4.3.7:
“lippage refers to differences in elevation between edges of adjacent tile modules.” ANSI
A137.1 defines acceptable edge warpage in terms of a percentage of the tile’s edge length,
and also sets a maximum warpage amount in millimeters that cannot be exceeded, regardless
of tile size. This maximum value serves as a “cap,” so that allowable warpage does not exceed
a reasonable amount, even for the largest tiles. Because allowable warpage is the lesser of the
allowable percentage or maximum cap, the allowable warpage for a smaller tile is generally
limited by the percentage criteria and is well below the maximum cap. For example, a 6” rectified
porcelain tile’s maximum allowable warpage, based on the
allowable edge warpage percentage criteria, is 0.6 mm, while
a 24” calibrated tile’s maximum allowable warpage “caps out”
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